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HOME SECURITYThe issue of burglary is no big news nowadays. It is almost becoming a norm
which is in need of home security defence. Like a report I once read, a burglary is said to occur
in the united states alone, “every 15 seconds”. As such, the chances of your home being at risk
from a break-in are greatly increased, and where you live don't matter at this aspect but what
you can do immediately to prevent this, plus the fact that you can consider the home security
signs. However, most people have a narrow idea of what a break-in really means. They think of
a break-in in terms of a stranger or an unwanted intruder breaking doors or windows to gain
access into the house. A break-in nevertheless extends to more things.A number of places are
vulnerable to an attack by Intruders namely:Home Security Defence Gardens : Take cognizance
of the strawberries and trees. They can allow intruders gain access to your property. They
provide ideal coverage and cross ventilation nevertheless they can provide strangers ways to
gain access to your home easily and quickly. keys: Despite that you may think its a good idea to
lend keys to family and friends I strongly feel it is wrong. I feel this way because it greatly
increases the chances of your keys being placed into the wrong hands. This doesn't change the
fact that the people you gave your keys to are trustworthy, but you can't control where the keys
are once they are out of your hands which can lead to it being duplicated by someone who
would want to intrude into your privacy later on. It is important that you think about who you issue
your keys to and keep your eyes on the master one you have with throughout the day. Also, let go
of the idea of placing keys in secrets places outside your home (you just might never know
someone is watching). And asides that, a smart burglar will know exactly the place to look when
searching for your keys. Windows: windows should not be left open and unattended as they
would only provide intruders with access, to quickly view what is available for them to steal or
grab later on. Home Security Door Lock: Doors with handle locks are easy for burglars to get
into as all he needs to do this is just a plastic credit card. Therefore, it would do you better If you
install good quality deadbolts to all entry points (doors) into your home. Sliding patio
doors: These security doors have several distinct disadvantages to them when compared to
other others. Reason being that significantly, they come with much less sophisticated locks on
them. You can as well find much older models which unfortunately, can be easily manipulated
and give way for intruders to gain access into your home easy. Doorways: Although you may
have installed a very a good lock to your front or back door, they are only as effective as the
strength of the door itself. Unfortunately, the weakest area around any door is where the lock is
often located and this most is especially true about wooden doors. Wooden doors are at risk
about this.In this book, will be giving out amazing tips ( includes home made tip ) you can use to
deter burglars once and for all in a cost effective way. This book gives out something More
interesting and “New” in this aspect so that you have peace of mind that your home is absolutely
secure even when you are so far away from home.
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[Are You Secured?](Maximum protection for you and your family)Barbara SmithCopyright ©
2020 by Barbara SmithAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or used in
any manner without written permission of the copyright owner except for the use of quotations in
a book review.Table of contents.Chapter one: knowing how secured your home is.Chapter
two: improving your home securityChapter three: preventing home break.Chapter four:
Fit locks for home security.Chapter five: Ensuring window security.Chapter six:
Importance of lights.Chapter seven: door alarm systems.What is this book about?The issue of
burglary is no big news nowadays. It is almost becoming a norm. Like a report I once read, a
burglary is said to occur in the United States alone, “every 15 seconds”. As such, the chances of
your own home actually being at risk from a break in are greatly increased, and where you live
don’t matter at this aspect but what you can do immediately to prevent this.However, most
people have a narrow idea of what a “break-in” really means. They think of a break- in in terms of
a stranger, or at least an unwanted intruder, breaking the door or windows to gain entry into their
house. But breaking in extends to more things.There are many places which are vulnerable to
attack from an intruder to your home therefore a routine should be set by you that will provide
this “intruders’’ whoever they may be, less opportunities of making any attempt to break in. We
would be listing out below some of the weak areas in your home security routine which will
prevent any kind of breaking-in from occurring.We should start from the...Gardens: Take
cognizance of the strawberries and trees. They can allow intruders gain access to your property.
They provide ideal coverage and cross ventilation nevertheless they can provide strangers ways
to gain access to your home easily and quickly.Keys: Despite that you may think it’s a good idea
to lend keys to family and friends I strongly feel it is wrong. I feel this way because it greatly
increases the chances of your keys being placed into the wrong hands. This doesn't change the
fact that the people you gave your keys to are trustworthy, but you can't control where the keys
are once they are out of your hands which can lead to it being duplicated by someone who
would want to intrude into your privacy later on. It is important that you think about who you issue
your keys to and keep your eyes on the master one you have with throughout the day. Also, let go
of the idea of placing keys in secrets places outside your home (you just might never know
someone is watching). And asides that, a smart burglar will know exactly the place to look when
searching for your keys.Windows: windows should not be left open and unattended as they
would only provide intruders with access, to quickly view what is available for them to steal or
grab later on.Locks: Doors with handle locks are easy for burglars to get into as all he needs to
do this is just a plastic credit card. Therefore, it would do you better If you install good quality
deadbolts to all entry points (doors) into your home.Sliding patio doors: These security doors
have several distinct disadvantages to them when compared to other others. Reason being that
significantly, they come with much less sophisticated locks on them. You can as well find much
older models which unfortunately, can be easily manipulated and give way for intruders to gain
access into your home easy.Doorways: Although you may have installed a very a good lock to
your front or back door, they are only as effective as the strength of the door itself. Unfortunately,



the weakest area around any door is where the lock is often located and this most especially
true about wooden doors. Wooden doors are at risk about this.Here are a number of ways
assistance can be provided to shoo intruders off your property. But this book will giving you
something more interesting about ways of improving your home security so that you have peace
of mind even if you are far away on a journey. Hopefully it would help you, so that intruders would
not even want to give a try in breaking in.Chapter oneKnowing How Secured Your Home Is.The
funny thing every single person will tell you if you ask them how secured their home is, “My
home is secured! ”. But thank goodness today most homes are now fitted with good quality
doors and windows which have good quality locks and bolts on them. Most times when we go
out till the evening time, we forget to pull the curtains and we leave a few lights on. This although
gives the appearance that someone is in even when there is no one in but the danger here is
that it allows intruders especially potential thieves a glimpse of what you have inside. However
there are occasions, especially on those late summer evenings for instance when it is still light
as you are going out, that you decide not to do this, and this unfortunately is when you are
providing an opportunity to any would burglar to gain access to your home.Often an intruder to
be would always gain access to your home through the backdoor rather than the front door
because they do not want to be seen or suspected by the neighbors. These intruders are often
experts at doing this and it only will take them few attempts to gain access inside. And they do
this silently, quickly and unsuspecting.When this type of break-in occurs, this burglar avoids
carrying heavy things as not to attract noise or anything that will make the neighbors suspect.
But whenever they know that there is enough time on their side and there is little to no chance of
anyone suspecting him, he would advance to stealing things like TV's, DVD players and
stereos.This is why maximum security is Paramount to your home. You should not leave your
home inadequately secured anytime you are leaving your home for any length of time is it in the
day, or at night. And make sure nothing can be seen which would tempt the burglar to try to gain
entry into your property.Also, if you are having any work carried out on your home, it is often not
wise to leave the work men alone at the home. It is no doubt though that the majority of work
men today can be trusted but there are going to be occasions when the company you use are
new to you, and you have no idea however the kind of people that they employ. Therefore,
whenever you have work carried out your home, arrange for either a partner, close Friend or a
trusted family member to supervise them for you if you are going to be away.Unfortunately, a lot
of people today will often arrange to install a burglar alarm or home security system after an
intruder has gain entry into their property. But why this is a good idea, why not prevent the
burglar from coming in, in the first place? Installing a burglar alarm or home security system after
an intruder has gain entry into their property is like closing the stable door after the horse has
bolted. It is important that you start now to look for ways to improve your home security system to
ensure that you do not just become another statistic.Chapter TwoImproving Your Home
SecuritySecurity systems have no doubt come a long way over the years and modern ways of
doing this is taking its turn. From digital security cameras to remote control locks, many security



systems can be automated and controlled only from an app on your phone! This provides you
with access to all the most important information regarding your phone right in the palm of your
hand, bringing you peace of mind.However, if you want to go the extra mile and learn more ways
to protect your house beyond a security system, or if you rent or are not able to purchase a home
security system, you can make use of any of these listed below.A. Do not keep valuables in plain
sight:You simply do not have to make yourself an available target for your potential thieve. This is
a good piece of advice. Once it appears to burglars that perhaps they do not have much to steal
in your house, they'd have to move on to their next target. If you have a nice car, do not just leave
it outside but keep it in a garage. If you have a large TV, keep your windows shut especially at
night. If you got yourself something new and expensive, do not leave the boxes on the street as
burglars can easily trace this to your home.B. Forget the idea of hiding a key:The problem with
having a hide-a- key is that you need to put it in a place that it is relatively easy to find and
remember nevertheless, this makes it even easier for a burglar, especially the experienced ones
to gain access into your home. Instead of going for this, why not opt for a smart door lock that
can be unlocked with a key as well as a unique user code. You can share this code with your
trusted friends and family, allowing the access to your home without having to risk a spare key so
that it is being found by a burglar.C. Do not let them know you are gone:To continue this idea of
working as a team, if you are ever away from home for an extended period of time, it is a good
idea to have your neighbors collect your mail, mow your lawn and do other things that prevent
your home from looking empty. Even leaving your car in the same spot is a tip off to burglars that
your home is empty and a potential target. If you aren't friendly with your neighbors, you can
consider leaving a few lamps on in the house to keep the appearance that someone is home as
well as putting a hold on your mail through the U.S postal service so you don't have to worry
about it piling up. The biggest fear of most burglars is confronting a home owner, so make sure
your home doesn't have bulls eye on it.D. Do not overly conceal your house:Despite the whole of
the precautions, the best way you can protect your home is not even giving the burglars a
chance to get in. Avoiding high hedges around doors and windows is a blockage for burglars to
gain access inside. High privacy fences and other concealing features can also encourage
burglars to target your house.E. Avoid doors with glass around handles:Yes, doors with glass
around the handles are very much enticing to burglars as they know that they can break the
glass and gain entry into your home.F. Motion-activated lights:A good investment this is for those
who want to protect their home especially as part of a larger automated home. A sudden
spotlight can often be enough to convince burglar to give up on his break-in attempt.G. Your
second floor should be kept safe:While your first-floor doors and windows may be armed and
well protected from burglars, do not neglect the second floor. We often forget to ensure that our
second-floor entry points are just as safe as the first. Window sensors, glass break detectors,
and locks are also vital to keep burglars from making an attempt to enter your home through the
second floor or however. At night, ensure all windows are closed and the same should apply
when you are away from home. Also, you can think about using smart plugs to turn on a light or



two while you're gone to give the appearance that someone is home.H. Have the police to
inspect your home:If you doubt the security of your home, many police departments are happy
to provide home inspections to members of the community. With their knowledge, they can help
you understand potential risk factors and areas where you might be susceptible to break-ins and
other dangers.I. Window locks:Windows are known to be the weakest point of entry, and while
most home security systems offer window sensors that sound an alarm if there is an intruder
there are other measures you can take to make sure they don't even get to that point. You can
make use of window locks - they are highly effective and affordable. They can be used on
basement windows or the first-floor windows and they will deter burglars from your
home.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Although the above
mentioned do play a major role in helping to ensure that an intruder is less likely to try to gain
access to your home, but not everyone can afford them therefore there are suitable and low-cost
effective methods that still works. Below, we provide you with a number of things that you can do
which will help to improve the security to your home immediately.1. Keys:If you are someone
who likes to leave a key for their home hidden in places like under the doormat, close to the
windows or similar familiar places, then you are at a very high risk of your home been accessed
by a burglar. In fact, this is a pass mark to a burglar; you have offered them something great. The
first thing a burglar will do is to search for those key places.
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